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PART I – OVERVIEW 

1. Any proposed interpretation of the search power in s. 99(1)(a) of the Customs Act that 

allows for standardless, limitless searches of electronic devices is out of touch with the reasonable 

expectations of Canadians and contravenes the Charter. If interpreted in this manner, the provision 

treats personal electronic devices at the border as though they are physical recepticals like suitcases 

or purses, even though our Supreme Court has explicitly rejected that approach.1 In reality, our 

electronic devices are a limitless trove of our most personal, intimate, and sensitive information. 

Any search of these devices should be circumscribed by a stringent standard and clear legislative 

safeguards.  

2. The CCLA submits that travelers’ reasonable expectation of privacy in their electronic 

devices requires robust constitutional protection. If standardless, limitless searches are authorized 

by s. 99(1)(a) of the Customs Act, they unreasonably interfere with our reasonable expectations of 

privacy. The sweeping powers given to Border Services Officers (BSOs) under the Customs Act 

transform the border into a Charter free zone. In order for border searches of personal electronic 

devices to be constitutional, the CCLA submits there must be both: (a) a legislated, constitutional 

standard BSOs must meet before searching a traveler’s electronic device; and (b) clear guidelines 

for the manner in which those searches are conducted. The CCLA also proposes guidelines 

necessary for a BSO to search a personal device, should Parliament implement a constitutional 

standard. 

PART II – STATEMENT OF FACTS 

3.  The Canadian Civil Liberties Association (the “CCLA”) takes no position on the facts.  

 
1 R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77, at para. 51. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2014/2014scc77/2014scc77.html?autocompleteStr=r%20v%20fearon&autocompletePos=1&resultId=a37e17c0885c44e58699f9a000d68745&searchId=2024-03-11T11:09:13:468/0d181462a4284a738591b734a5d2410e
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PART III – POSITION ON QUESTIONS IN ISSUE 

4. The CCLA argues that the standardless, limitless searches of travelers’ electronic devices 

at the border breaches s. 8 of the Charter and, to the extent that s. 99(1)(a) of the Customs Act 

purports to authorize such searches, the provision is unconstitutional. 

5. The CCLA takes no position on any other grounds of appeal. 

PART IV – STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 

A. Canadian Law Requires Heightened Standards for Searching Electronic Devices 

6. Standardless, limitless searches of electronic devices are unconstitutional in Canadian law 

because of the heightened privacy interest in individuals’ personal electronic devices. The 

Supreme Court has long recognized the unique type of privacy that people have in their digital 

devices and digital footprints: 

• R. v. Morelli, 2010 SCC 8: “It is difficult to imagine a search more intrusive, 

extensive, or invasive of one’s privacy than the search and seizure of a personal 

computer.”2 

• R. v. Vu, 2013 SCC 60: “The privacy interests implicated by computer searches 

are markedly different from those at stake in searches of receptacles such as 

cupboards and filing cabinets. Computers potentially give police access to vast 

amounts of information that users cannot control, that they may not even be aware 

of or may have chosen to discard and which may not be, in any meaningful sense, 

located in the place of the search.”3 

• R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77: “It is well settled that the search of cell phones, like 

the search of computers, implicates important privacy interests which are different 

in both nature and extent from the search of other "places"…[i]t is unrealistic to 

equate a cell phone with a briefcase or document found in someone's possession 

at the time of arrest.”4 

 
2 R. v. Morelli, 2010 SCC 8, at para. 2. 
3 R. v. Vu, 2013 SCC 60, at para. 24. 
4 R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77, at para. 51. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2010/2010scc8/2010scc8.html?autocompleteStr=2010%20SCC%208&autocompletePos=1&resultId=00e9b27fafe14c12b5ed1927061b4727&searchId=2024-03-11T11:10:33:915/b21a33d81dd04323af167afd9c517e89
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2013/2013scc60/2013scc60.html?autocompleteStr=2013%20SCC%2060&autocompletePos=1&resultId=70227893950a41c3a7bede20a54c8a00&searchId=2024-03-11T11:10:43:416/ec948753a49a40bf8820caa8a235c801
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2014/2014scc77/2014scc77.html?autocompleteStr=r%20v%20fearon&autocompletePos=1&resultId=a37e17c0885c44e58699f9a000d68745&searchId=2024-03-11T11:09:13:468/0d181462a4284a738591b734a5d2410e
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• R. v. Bykovets, 2024 SCC 6: “[IP addresses] are the key to unlocking an Internet 

user’s online activity — the first “digital breadcrumbs” on the user’s cybernetic 

trail…[t]hose breadcrumbs may establish an Internet user’s entire daily, weekly, 

or even monthly online activity, leading to an electronic roadmap… [l]ike the 

computer in Reeves, an IP address provides the state with the means that can lead 

them to a trove of personal information.”5 

7. These comments also echo Harris J.’s observation in Pike: “A search of the data in a 

personal digital device…digs deep into the heart of who we are.”6 

8. Canada recognizes only two circumstances where police can search an individual’s 

personal electronic device: (a) with a warrant, requiring reasonable and probable grounds; or (b) 

for highly circumscribed purposes upon lawful arrest, which itself requires reasonable and 

probable grounds. Police executing a warrant on a residence can search inside cupboards and 

closets, but require specific prior authorization to search a computer or cell phone.7 Similarly, 

while police can search a purse incident to arrest, there are strict guidelines for when and how to 

search a cellphone in the same circumstances.8 Allowing for standardless searches at the border is 

inconsistent with the rest of our jurisprudence.9     

9. Any American case law that embraces standardless, limitless searches at the border as 

constitutional should not be followed for at least three reasons. First, s. 8 of the Charter does not 

follow the same logic as the U.S. Fourth Amendment. As far back as 1995, our Supreme Court 

noted that Canada takes a “more protective attitude towards individual privacy” than the United 

States.10 The Supreme Court has also cautioned against transplanting Fourth Amendment 

 
5 R. v. Bykovets, 2024 SCC 6, at para. 69. 
6 R. v. Pike, 2022 ONSC 2297, at para. 53. 
7 R. v. Vu, 2013 SCC 60, at paras. 38, 64. 
8 R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77, at para. 83. 
9 This factum does not opine on the wisdom of standardless luggage searches. The CCLA only notes the important 

distinctions between luggage and personal electronic devices. 
10 R. v. Silviera, [1995] 2 S.C.R. 297, at 325. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2024/2024scc6/2024scc6.html?autocompleteStr=2024%20SCC%206&autocompletePos=1&resultId=e77c1d66d583436aa6625d55a02220a7&searchId=2024-03-11T11:10:54:024/4bb330afd5df41119a4fa72d97ece964
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2022/2022onsc2297/2022onsc2297.html?autocompleteStr=2022%20ONSC%202297&autocompletePos=1&resultId=af5bfff3e94e46cf9e6c5fb95d29c1df&searchId=2024-03-11T11:11:08:875/7485af9bf8374b28a030f67d2779204b
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2013/2013scc60/2013scc60.html?autocompleteStr=2013%20SCC%2060&autocompletePos=1&resultId=70227893950a41c3a7bede20a54c8a00&searchId=2024-03-11T11:11:20:630/f857254e38424e5991c3499d96f4a9ad
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2014/2014scc77/2014scc77.html?autocompleteStr=r%20v%20fearon&autocompletePos=1&resultId=a37e17c0885c44e58699f9a000d68745&searchId=2024-03-11T11:09:13:468/0d181462a4284a738591b734a5d2410e
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1995/1995canlii89/1995canlii89.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1995%5D%202%20S.C.R.%20297&autocompletePos=1&resultId=5140cf649bcc48f7ace1e6011d4bd913&searchId=2024-03-11T11:11:31:683/4aa9fc54bee64fd38662187c19320996
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principles into Canadian law.11 Second, all U.S. constitutional rights are interpreted with the 

automatic exclusionary rule in mind. Unlike in Canada where the exclusion of evidence following 

a breach involves a balancing exercise under s. 24(2),12 evidence in the U.S. is automatically 

excluded following a breach. As a result, the U.S. takes a narrower approach to avoid excluding 

evidence arising from minor breaches. Third, the U.S. jurisprudence is not settled regarding the 

standard required for device searches at the border.13 As it is still evolving, American law has not 

been tested such that it is a stable and informative comparator to draw upon.14 

B. People Are Not Required Become “Digital Recluses”  or to Stay Home to 

Maintain Privacy 

10. This Court should reject the argument that the “choice” to cross the border with an 

electronic device means travelers must subject themselves to the risk of a standardless, limitless 

search of any device they carry with them. This framing of travelling with a device as a “choice”15 

revives the “risk analysis” rejected by the Supreme Court in Duarte, Wong, Jones, and Marakah.16 

The risk analysis runs contrary to the Supreme Court’s normative approach. Section 8 protects 

privacy, not isolation.17 It is the state’s burden to establish constitutional search powers, not the 

individual’s burden to avoid scenarios where they may be unconstitutionally searched. 

 
11 Hunter et al. v. Southam Inc., [1984] 2 S.C.R. 145, at 161. 
12 Ie. the 3-step Grant test. 
13 Appellate courts are split on whether customs officials need reasonable suspicion to do a forensic search of a 

device. 4th circuit (Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina) and 9th circuit (California, Alaska, Arizona, Hawaii, Idaho, 

Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Washington) courts require reasonable suspicion for forensic searches of devices: United 

States v. Kolsuz, 890 F.3d 133, 136 (4th Cir. 2018); United States v. Cano, 934 F.3d 1002, 1007 (9th Cir. 2019). The 

11th circuit (Alabama/Florida/Georgia) does not require reasonable suspicion for forensic searches of devices: 

United States v. Touset, 890 F.3d 1227, 1229 (11th Cir. 2018). 
14 See eg. in May 2023 in the Southern District of New York, Justice Rakoff found that customs officials need a 

warrant, supported by reasonable cause, to do a forensic search of a device at the border: United States v. Smith, 

2023 WL 3358357 (S.D.N.Y. 2023). 
15 Factum of the Appellant (the Attorney General of Ontario), Pike Appeal, at para. 41. 
16 R. v. Duarte, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 30; R. v. Wong, [1990] 3 S.C.R. 36; R. v. Jones, 2017 SCC 60; R. v. Marakah, 2017 

SCC 59. 
17 R v. Spencer, 2014 SCC 43, at para. 15.  

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1984/1984canlii33/1984canlii33.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1984%5D%202%20S.C.R.%20145&autocompletePos=1&resultId=612ce981a5ff4f15ae10fdc7e4fdc972&searchId=2024-03-11T11:11:42:533/ff3739eee3f74b5d89c1115a4a84f476
https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/ca4/16-4687/16-4687-2018-05-09.html
https://cases.justia.com/federal/appellate-courts/ca9/17-50151/17-50151-2019-08-16.pdf?ts=1565975000
https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/ca11/17-11561/17-11561-2018-05-23.html
https://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/23813619/us-v-smith.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1990/1990canlii150/1990canlii150.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1990%5D%201%20S.C.R.%2030&autocompletePos=1&resultId=c1ecb6f9ae1448edb82025519e5a86f1&searchId=2024-03-11T11:15:11:666/48afb9dbdde74146b32ca2a13075a029
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1990/1990canlii56/1990canlii56.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1990%5D%203%20S.C.R.%2036&autocompletePos=1&resultId=744567b350e04f5184079b97fad62d18&searchId=2024-03-11T11:15:22:800/6dc9f6fcddf6481f959f341b6bccd50e
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2017/2017scc60/2017scc60.html?autocompleteStr=2017%20SCC%2060&autocompletePos=1&resultId=95f918a76ba14786a842bd38b2698868&searchId=2024-03-11T11:15:32:747/e08162865bf04cbcb04525c6003b368b
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2017/2017scc59/2017scc59.html?autocompleteStr=2017%20SCC%2059&autocompletePos=1&resultId=3996ea2a5eae4087a777c9cdfe8193d8&searchId=2024-03-11T11:15:44:170/2686b9d72d5e40ce867001f3eeb40897
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2017/2017scc59/2017scc59.html?autocompleteStr=2017%20SCC%2059&autocompletePos=1&resultId=3996ea2a5eae4087a777c9cdfe8193d8&searchId=2024-03-11T11:15:44:170/2686b9d72d5e40ce867001f3eeb40897
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2014/2014scc43/2014scc43.html?autocompleteStr=2014%20SCC%2043&autocompletePos=1&resultId=b86937d06e6b4af49afe16dd24b25ad6&searchId=2024-03-11T11:15:55:219/bb40aa5cd5b64dd6b2a505b771a50185
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i. Digital Privacy is Necessary for Meaningful Participation in Society 

11. The ability to move across the border without being subjected to unjustified state intrusion 

into our personal devices is vital to a free and healthy society. Our s. 8 standards must reflect our 

our law with respect to digital privacy.18 Although referring to the internet, the following 

comments from Karakatsanis J. in Bykovets are equally applicable to our electronic devices, which 

have:19 

“[B]ecome a constant companion, through which we confide our hopes, aspirations, and 

fears. Individuals use [their phones] not only to find recipes, pay bills, or get directions, 

but also to explore their sexualities, to map out their futures, and to find love.” 

When phones became our “constant companions”, our Charter evolved to reflect that reality. 

12. Electronic devices provide a myriad of ways for self-fulfillment and expression. They 

allow people to reach beyond their immediate surroundings and form relationships and 

communities with others around the world. They enable debate. Protecting a zone of privacy for 

electronic devices allow individuals to make meaningful choices about their participation in 

society: “A private inner life is essential to the autonomous individual that forms the basis of a 

free and democratic society as envisioned by the Charter.”20 Fear of constant state intrusion or 

supervision diminishes individuals’ freedom.21  

13. In order to justify interferences with the right to privacy, the Court must ask whether the 

intrusion would see individuals’ freedoms “diminished to a compass inconsistent with the aims of 

free and open society.”22 In this case, a judgment permitting BSOs to conduct standardless, 

limitless searches of our “constant companions” would. As the Supreme Court confirmed in Jones, 

 
18 R v. Tessling, 2004 SCC 67, para. 42; Stewart, H. “Normative Foundations for Expectations of Privacy”, (2011) 

54 SCLR (2d) 335 at 342-343; R v.Orlandis-Hagsburo, 2017 ONCA 649, at para. 41. 
19 R. v. Bykovets, 2024 SCC 6, at para. 1.  
20 R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77, per Karakatsanis J. (in dissent but not on this point), at para. 115.  
21 R v. Patrick, 2009 SCC 17, at para. 14.  
22 R v. Wong, [1990] 3 SCR 36, at para. 12.  

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2004/2004scc67/2004scc67.html?autocompleteStr=2004%20SCC%2067&autocompletePos=1&resultId=ee23028886214359be41c2d17d3388d1&searchId=2024-03-11T11:16:06:449/56269eb54f22450cb8fb2857e89c6238
https://digitalcommons.osgoode.yorku.ca/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1218&context=sclr
https://digitalcommons.osgoode.yorku.ca/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1218&context=sclr
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2017/2017onca649/2017onca649.html?autocompleteStr=2017%20ONCA%20649&autocompletePos=1&resultId=1f301de925f54bcd900ba9fc7b75463f&searchId=2024-03-11T11:16:18:685/d0d5ab95308a4646917aef717df593ea
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2024/2024scc6/2024scc6.html?autocompleteStr=2024%20SCC%206&autocompletePos=1&resultId=e77c1d66d583436aa6625d55a02220a7&searchId=2024-03-11T11:16:28:237/fcf19997eca648a0a2f42114158ee2fd
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2014/2014scc77/2014scc77.html?autocompleteStr=r%20v%20fearon&autocompletePos=1&resultId=a37e17c0885c44e58699f9a000d68745&searchId=2024-03-11T11:09:13:468/0d181462a4284a738591b734a5d2410e
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2009/2009scc17/2009scc17.html?autocompleteStr=2009%20SCC%2017&autocompletePos=1&resultId=c21dbee044ed481e965a9d128c61af2b&searchId=2024-03-11T11:16:39:138/8a47334cce6d4163adb7e85e57c330ce
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1990/1990canlii56/1990canlii56.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1990%5D%203%20SCR%2036&autocompletePos=1&resultId=9085640e43984df9a518ec4cc7020697&searchId=2024-03-11T11:16:49:033/2b3637c0889d4ccabc3058c02179cbde
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“Canadians are not required to become digital recluses in order to maintain some semblance of 

privacy in their lives.”23 Nor are they required stay home, never exploring the world beyond their 

borders.24  

ii. Unconstitutional Border Searches Force Canadian Travelers to Choose Between 

Privacy and Mobility 

14. The searches authorized by s. 99(1)(a) are unconstitutional in relation to all travelers, 

regardless of citizenship. However, for Canadian travellers, they also represent an interference 

with the s. 6 right to freely cross Canada’s borders. The result of the Crown’s suggested approach 

is that individuals who cannot leave their devices at home, but want to avoid state intrusion, must 

give up their right to travel.  

15. In this manner, the Crown’s position forces Canadians to choose between at least two 

constitutional rights — the right to be free from unreasonable search and seizure (s. 8) and the 

right to enter and leave Canada (s. 6(1)). Mobility rights under s. 6(1) are a fundamental right 

associated with citizenship which ensure that Canadians can freely leave any country and will not 

be arbitrarily deprived of the right to enter Canada.25 When international travel is rendered 

conditional on the assertion that one’s private life can be subject to unlimited, arbitrary and 

unjustified scrutiny, that freedom is diminished. Canadian travellers face an impossible choice.  

16. The choice is impossible because access to a computer and cell phone is essentially 

required — both at home and abroad — to access basic services, to carry out financial transactions, 

to navigate, to work, and to communicate. People traveling for work now routinely carry laptops 

or tablets carrying sensitive personal and client information, including lawyers travelling with 

 
23 R v. Jones, 2017 SCC 60, at para. 45. 
24 R. v. Duarte, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 30, at pp. 48-49. 
25 Divito v. Canada (Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness), 2013 SCC 47, at paras. 21, 25. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2017/2017scc60/2017scc60.html?autocompleteStr=2017%20SCC%2060&autocompletePos=1&resultId=95f918a76ba14786a842bd38b2698868&searchId=2024-03-11T11:17:00:778/9fe2848dc0ce4a04b77e7dac88da2dae
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1990/1990canlii150/1990canlii150.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1990%5D%201%20S.C.R.%2030&autocompletePos=1&resultId=c1ecb6f9ae1448edb82025519e5a86f1&searchId=2024-03-11T11:17:12:931/c767fc684fc8458993c7fe4e7d31e65e
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2013/2013scc47/2013scc47.html?autocompleteStr=2013%20SCC%2047&autocompletePos=1&resultId=ca7caf8ab0a94eaa95ac33bccbe04070&searchId=2024-03-11T11:17:23:328/effb8ee1a1d54c5699e641550940412a
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client’s evidence, judges with draft judgments, doctors with patient health records, and journalists 

with source material. Children also carry laptops or tablets for schoolwork and entertainment. It is 

unfeasible and unprincipled to suggest that, in order to maintain privacy, travelers must have the 

technical know-how to wipe their devices or transfer the contents before travelling lest they risk 

unrestricted searches at the border.26 Travelers should not have to choose between their right to 

cross the border and their right to be free from invasions of digital privacy at the border.  

C. The Reduced Expectation of Privacy at the Border makes Limited Sense in the 

Context of Electronic Devices 

17. Section 99(1)(a) was enacted in 1985, long before personal electronic devices became 

prevalent.27 Parliament could have never intended, or even predicted, that the provision could 

authorize the kind of privacy intrusion the Crown now claims to be lawful. Parliament indicated 

its intention to protect private communications by requiring reasonable suspicion for BSOs to open 

a letter28 — a search that is far less intrusive, both qualitatively and quantitatively, than a search 

of an electronic device. Parliament could not have foreseen the need to protect the digital devices 

of today. 29  

18. Section 99(1)(a) aims to protect Canada from physical threats being brought over the 

border, as contemplated in Simmons, Monney, and Jones.30 In all three decisions, the searches 

related to the secreting of drugs on one’s person or luggage when crossing the border. These cases 

recognized that there was a lower expectation of privacy at the border in physical items hidden on 

 
26 Indeed, encouraging wiping is a work-around of the very goal the Crown suggests Parliament has. 
27 "Crossing the line? The CBSA's Examination of Digital Devices at the Border", Office of the Privacy 

Commissioner of Canada (October 21, 2019), at para. 106. 
28 Customs Act, 99(1)(b), (c.1). 
29 The CCLA does not concede that the definition of “goods” in the Customs Act includes electronic devices. The 

CCLA relies on the factum of the Criminal Lawyers’ Association and agrees that electronic devices are not captured 

as “goods”. However, if they are, a standard and limits are required to search electronic devices.  
30 R. v. Simmons, [1988] 2 S.C.R. 495; R. v. Monney, [1999] 1 S.C.R. 652; R. v. Jones, [2006] O.J. No. 3315 (C.A.). 

https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/opc-actions-and-decisions/investigations/investigations-into-federal-institutions/2018-19/pa_20191021_cbsa/#fn7
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1988/1988canlii12/1988canlii12.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1988%5D%202%20S.C.R.%20495&autocompletePos=1&resultId=e9fd27cc5f5148429af65e3832fe61cc&searchId=2024-03-11T11:17:44:723/921d15ce226042ccb1fafd578741b1f2
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1999/1999canlii678/1999canlii678.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1999%5D%201%20S.C.R.%20652&autocompletePos=1&resultId=27d60fada09740e6a4b30db42fccb924&searchId=2024-03-11T11:17:55:196/0f558a3f348d46958365554c6ce305ea
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2006/2006canlii28086/2006canlii28086.html?autocompleteStr=%5B2006%5D%20O.J.%20No.%203315%20&autocompletePos=1&resultId=fa2a47bc66024dbeb2fa85b516197e17&searchId=2024-03-11T11:18:08:671/7a349b603ffa4889bf58e12344772c2e
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your person or in your luggage because of the interest in keeping physical contraband outside of 

Canada. The underlying principle is that the border is a uniquely important place to intercept 

physical contraband. 

19. By contrast, the idea that border searches are necessary to stop the flow of illegal electronic 

content is undermined by the basic functioning of the Internet. Data is not a physical good that can 

be stopped at the border. 31 Electronic data is not secreted upon one’s person or in their luggage. 

There is no electronic data stored on a device crossing the border that cannot make its way into the 

country by other means; information can be transferred through the internet from one jurisdiction 

to another instantaneously, at any time, without ever going near a border or encountering a customs 

official.32 As a result, searches of electronic devices at the border has only a marginal connection 

to the legislative objective of  preventing the flow of contraband. This reality is recognized by 

specialized police units dedicated to ferreting out crime on the internet across borders, such as 

internet child exploitation units. Unlike physical goods that can be intercepted at an airport or land 

crossing, the internet knows no borders.   

20. The fundamental differences between electronic data and physical goods requires a 

difference in the expectation of privacy each is afforded. Individuals have a much higher 

expectation of privacy in their electronic devices because they contain immense amounts of highly 

private information.33 As the Supreme Court recognized in Fearon, the data storage capacity of 

electronic devices can “vastly exceed what an individual could carry on their person or in a 

 
31 See R. v. Canfield, 2020 ABCA 383, at para. 48: note that CBSA’s practice is to put devices in airplane mode — 

i.e., to disable internet connection entirely — prior to conducting the search, presumably both to prevent “remote 

wiping” and because even CBSA’s interpretation of “goods” cannot extend to data that is not stored on the device.  
32 R. v. Cole, 2012 SCC 53, at para. 109. See eg. R. v. Cusick, 2019 ONCA 524, at paras. 5, 22-23: child 

pornography is transmitted via the cloud. 
33 R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77, at paras. 126-27. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abca/doc/2020/2020abca383/2020abca383.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20ABCA%20383&autocompletePos=1&resultId=bae8712514bb422983ef0f7586fde2c3&searchId=2024-03-11T11:18:22:490/5b96cdd653df492da30ef48dd70021d2
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2012/2012scc53/2012scc53.html?autocompleteStr=2012%20SCC%2053&autocompletePos=1&resultId=4619c9ac3e6247ff8e7d9841519e1ed9&searchId=2024-03-11T11:18:33:604/4df37ace93294dcc92ad9b152f99e2fb
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2019/2019onca524/2019onca524.html?autocompleteStr=2019%20ONCA%20524&autocompletePos=1&resultId=3965cfab389a41a5b01d3c900bcbf438&searchId=2024-03-11T11:18:43:493/f99b5ac7b7b54c0ba1bab29fd72f3c2a
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2014/2014scc77/2014scc77.html?autocompleteStr=r%20v%20fearon&autocompletePos=1&resultId=a37e17c0885c44e58699f9a000d68745&searchId=2024-03-11T11:09:13:468/0d181462a4284a738591b734a5d2410e
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briefcase.”34 Neither a briefcase or a suitcase has the storage or potential to reveal as much intimate 

information as our cell phones and laptops.  

21. The practical effect of the provision is that in order to avoid state scrutiny, travellers must 

wipe the sensitive data on their electronic devices before crossing the border and then re-download 

the same information after clearing customs. This kind of requirement imposes a significant 

inconvenience on ordinary travellers and makes access to basic privacy rights directly contingent 

on one’s degree of technical sophistication. Such a functional requirement is arbitrary, 

burdensome, and achieves no security benefit for Canada.   

22. While Canada has a compelling interest in controlling the flow of physical goods across its 

borders, this must be distinguished from any interest it has in controlling the flow of information 

across its borders or in accessing the private information of people who cross its borders.  

Information often does not exist in a single physical location and can often be accessed from many 

different locations, sometimes simultaneously.  An email viewable on a smartphone might exist 

on multiple servers and might be accessible from various different smartphones and computers at 

any given time. It might be accessible from any computer in the world that is connected to the 

Internet provided the right login information is provided.  The data is not imported into Canada 

just because one of the devices that can access the data crosses the Canadian border, just as a 

Canadian sitting at their desk in Toronto who receives an email sent from outside Canada has not 

imported the content of the email into Canada. The broad goods-importation paradigm in s. 

99(1)(a) does not reflect the realities of electronic data storage, transmission, and use — all of 

which transcend the physical border.35  

 
34 R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77, at para. 128. 
35 "Crossing the line? The CBSA's Examination of Digital Devices at the Border", Office of the Privacy 

Commissioner of Canada (October 21, 2019), at para. 106. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2014/2014scc77/2014scc77.html?autocompleteStr=r%20v%20fearon&autocompletePos=1&resultId=a37e17c0885c44e58699f9a000d68745&searchId=2024-03-11T11:09:13:468/0d181462a4284a738591b734a5d2410e
https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/opc-actions-and-decisions/investigations/investigations-into-federal-institutions/2018-19/pa_20191021_cbsa/#fn7
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23. Indeed, the Supreme Court of Canada has repeatedly recognized this modern reality: that 

electronic information accessible through a smartphone or computer is not located at the location 

of the device itself.  In Vu, the Court stated that  

…when connected to the Internet, computers serve as portals to an almost infinite amount 

of information that is shared between different users and is stored almost anywhere in the 

world… [A] search of a computer connected to the Internet or a network gives access to 

information and documents that are not in any meaningful sense at the location for which 

the search is authorized [Emphasis added].36  

The Court reiterated this distinction and confirmed its application to cellphones in Fearon.37   

24. When a traveler carries a smartphone across the border, information in or accessible 

through the smartphone is not itself only at the border. The state should not be granted carte 

blanche to search citizens’ pre-existing electronic information whenever they arrive at the border 

with a mobile device simply because the device can access this pre-existing information.  Such a 

rule far overshoots the mischief and legitimate security concerns at which the border protection 

scheme is aimed. 

D. Calling s. 99(1)(a) a Regulatory Power Does not Make Warrantless, Limitless 

Searches of Electronic Devices Reasonable 

 

25. This Court should give no weight to the argument that BSOs exercise regulatory power 

under s. 99(1)(a) of the Customs Act as opposed to a criminal law power. First, the regulatory vs. 

criminal law power distinction is unhelpful in this case because it is not clear that the power 

exercised by BSOs is solely regulatory. Second, even if the Customs Act is regulatory, that 

categorization cannot constitutionalize a standardless, limitless search of electronic devices.  

 
36 R. v. Vu, 2013 SCC 60, at para. 44. 
37 R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77, at para. 51. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2013/2013scc60/2013scc60.html?autocompleteStr=2013%20SCC%2060&autocompletePos=1&resultId=70227893950a41c3a7bede20a54c8a00&searchId=2024-03-11T11:18:56:952/24f7808de91142439279f004e20fdbd1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2014/2014scc77/2014scc77.html?autocompleteStr=r%20v%20fearon&autocompletePos=1&resultId=a37e17c0885c44e58699f9a000d68745&searchId=2024-03-11T11:09:13:468/0d181462a4284a738591b734a5d2410e
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26. BSOs searching electronic devices for criminal contraband under s. 99(1)(a) are not only 

exercising a regulatory power. In the present two appeals, the searches were conducted by BSOs 

looking for child pornography on electronic devices. As a result, the purpose of the search power 

exercised in these circumstances was criminal in nature.   

27. However, even if the search power under s. 99(1)(a) is regulatory like the Crown suggests, 

the high expectation of privacy in the contents of an electronic device makes any standardless, 

limitless search of a device unreasonable — regardless of the statutory classification of regulatory 

or criminal. In Jarvis, the Supreme Court was asked to make a determination about whether the 

Income Tax Act exercised regulatory or criminal law power. The Court declined to make a final 

determination, instructing, “[w]hat is ultimately important are not labels [regulatory vs criminal] 

(though these are undoubtedly useful), but the values at stake in the particular context.”38 The same 

is true here. Assuming the Customs Act is regulatory does not end the analysis — the values at 

stake in this context cut to the core of privacy in a digital age. Hunter v. Southam is another 

example.39 Although the statute in question in Hunter, the Combines Act, was largely regulatory, 

this was not determinative. The regulatory nature of the scheme did not mean that all state actions 

were justified or that constitutional standards were necessarily lower. The Court found that 

warrantless searches for documents in residences or businesses were nonetheless contrary to s. 8 

The intrusive nature of searching through one’s home or business required the state to have prior 

authorization to justify the privacy invasion. 

28. What is at stake here is the right to maintain privacy over highly personal information — 

free from invasive, unjustified searches. Electronic devices hold a wealth of personal information 

for which individuals have a high degree of privacy. The fundamental privacy interest individuals 

 
38 R. v. Jarvis, 2002 SCC 73, at para. 61. 
39 Hunter et al. v. Southam, [1984] 2 S.C.R. 145. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2002/2002scc73/2002scc73.html?autocompleteStr=2002%20SCC%2073&autocompletePos=1&resultId=bb76032a1c08455088093a2617baa801&searchId=2024-03-11T11:19:08:066/3761a873483448ad885fee0285a2bc84
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1984/1984canlii33/1984canlii33.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1984%5D%202%20S.C.R.%20145&autocompletePos=1&resultId=612ce981a5ff4f15ae10fdc7e4fdc972&searchId=2024-03-11T11:19:18:790/003879c503ca4c9da867c7c266c8640a
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have in the content of their devices has been upheld by the Supreme Court repeatedly.40 Even a 

flexible approach to s. 8 leads to the conclusion that standardless, limitless searches of electronic 

devices are unreasonable based on the values at stake. 

29. The caselaw the Crown cites to support the constitutionality of regulatory schemes is not 

applicable here.41 Searching a personal electronic device is significantly more intrusive than the 

searches at issue in those cases. A number of the cases cited are those where the state sought to 

seize items for which the Court found those individuals had a low expectation of privacy, such as 

business records and documents created specifically for the financial regulatory scheme used to 

authorize the seizure42 or documents supporting income tax filings.43 Furthermore, those regimes 

require the production of business documents, not a physical invasion of one’s personal property. 

The Court in McKinlay noted this difference when differentiating between tax officials demanding 

documents vs entering a taxpayer’s house to search:“[t]he greater the intrusion into the privacy 

interests of an individual, the more likely it will be that safeguards akin to those in Hunter will be 

required.”44 Individuals have a much greater expectation of privacy when their personal property 

is invaded,45 requiring more safeguards for their search. The search of an electronic device is 

incomparable to the above examples based on the level of invasion and the level of personal 

privacy violated through the search. 

 

 
40 R. v. Morelli, 2010 SCC 8, at para. 2; R. v. Vu, 2013 SCC 60, at para. 24; R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77, at para. 51; 

R. v. Bykovets, 2024 SCC 6, at para. 69. 
41 Factum of the Intervenor (Public Prosecution Service of Canada), Pike Appeal, paras. 33-35. 
42 Thomson Newspapers Ltd. v. Canada (Director of Investigation and Research, Restrictive Practices Commission), 

[1990] 1 S.C.R. 425; British Columbia Securities Commission v. Branch, [1995] 2 S.C.R. 3. 
43 R. v. McKinlay Transport Ltd., [1990] 1 S.C.R. 627, at 649-50. 
44 R. v. McKinlay Transport Ltd., [1990] 1 S.C.R. 627, at 649. 
45 R. v. McKinlay Transport Ltd., [1990] 1 S.C.R. 627, at 649. See also eg. Hunter et al. v. Southam, [1984] 2 S.C.R. 

145. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2010/2010scc8/2010scc8.html?autocompleteStr=2010%20SCC%208&autocompletePos=1&resultId=00e9b27fafe14c12b5ed1927061b4727&searchId=2024-03-11T11:19:33:809/a14736a97bb64fafa6211cc050992ab4
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2013/2013scc60/2013scc60.html?autocompleteStr=2013%20SCC%2060&autocompletePos=1&resultId=70227893950a41c3a7bede20a54c8a00&searchId=2024-03-11T11:19:43:586/8c0574d2a5f7407680736bd1c5bea5e1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2014/2014scc77/2014scc77.html?autocompleteStr=r%20v%20fearon&autocompletePos=1&resultId=a37e17c0885c44e58699f9a000d68745&searchId=2024-03-11T11:09:13:468/0d181462a4284a738591b734a5d2410e
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2024/2024scc6/2024scc6.html?autocompleteStr=2024%20SCC%206&autocompletePos=1&resultId=e77c1d66d583436aa6625d55a02220a7&searchId=2024-03-11T11:19:52:568/194982ef15c24ff0aaf5f4add3a4c7b6
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1990/1990canlii135/1990canlii135.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1990%5D%201%20S.C.R.%20425&autocompletePos=1&resultId=9b41ea107b46418fafb99f38a1684f0b&searchId=2024-03-11T11:20:04:651/b6be60da1f65470fb4e9f6c18ceeec72
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1995/1995canlii142/1995canlii142.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=373cafcc22ed45a6b25b21d4055fec49&searchId=2024-03-11T11:20:16:814/e22f0fc17b674fa1919dbfa5a44fb61f
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1990/1990canlii137/1990canlii137.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1990%5D%201%20S.C.R.%20627&autocompletePos=1&resultId=4f6f0b93c56c41ae91e34ba40d8ee66c&searchId=2024-03-11T11:20:27:735/7c14b9854b6647139446e10105473231
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1990/1990canlii137/1990canlii137.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1990%5D%201%20S.C.R.%20627&autocompletePos=1&resultId=4f6f0b93c56c41ae91e34ba40d8ee66c&searchId=2024-03-11T11:20:27:735/7c14b9854b6647139446e10105473231
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1990/1990canlii137/1990canlii137.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1990%5D%201%20S.C.R.%20627&autocompletePos=1&resultId=4f6f0b93c56c41ae91e34ba40d8ee66c&searchId=2024-03-11T11:20:27:735/7c14b9854b6647139446e10105473231
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1984/1984canlii33/1984canlii33.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1984%5D%202%20S.C.R.%20145&autocompletePos=1&resultId=612ce981a5ff4f15ae10fdc7e4fdc972&searchId=2024-03-11T11:20:49:584/f56216ae0b9e4a498ea6a8cc5b8b6e8c
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1984/1984canlii33/1984canlii33.html?autocompleteStr=%5B1984%5D%202%20S.C.R.%20145&autocompletePos=1&resultId=612ce981a5ff4f15ae10fdc7e4fdc972&searchId=2024-03-11T11:20:49:584/f56216ae0b9e4a498ea6a8cc5b8b6e8c
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E. The Section 8 Breach Cannot be Saved Under Section 1 

30. The CCLA makes two points regarding the s. 1 analysis: (1) the internal CBSA policy 

manual that interprets s. 99(1)(a) by directing BSOs to undertake standardless, limitless searches 

of electronic devices is not a limit prescribed by law; and (2) at the final balancing stage, the low-

visibility nature of the searches at issue and disproportionate impact on marginalized individuals 

is a significant deleterious effect.  

31. Section 99(1)(a) contains no legislative limit on the search of goods — including electronic 

devices — at the border.46 This Court should reject any suggestion that the CBSA’s internal policy 

manual which interprets s. 99(1)(a) can stand in as a limit prescribed by law. The CBSA policy 

manual is simply an administrative document intended to guide BSOs in searching electronic 

devices without warrants or standards. Administrative policies are not limits prescribed by law.47 

No statute authorizes the CBSA manual.48 The rules and investigative suggestions it contains are 

not binding.49 The manual is informal, for internal use, is not readily accessible to the public, and 

does not come from or require public input.50 The Standing Committee on Access to Information, 

Privacy, and Ethics even found that the CBSA’s policies cannot be enforced because they do not 

have the force of law.51 There is no support for the suggestion that the CBSA manual is a legislative 

policy such that it dictates a limit prescribed by law.  The state cannot justify the s. 8 breach under 

s. 1 because it cannot point to a limit prescribed by law. 

 
46 R. v. Canfield, 2020 ABCA 383, at paras. 96-97; R. v. Pike and Scott, 2022 ONSC 2297, at paras. 111-14. 
47 Canadian Federation of Students v. Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority, 2009 SCC 31, at paras. 63-64; 

Little Sisters Book and Art Emporium v. Canada (Minister of Justice), 2000 SCC 69, at para. 85. 
48 Canadian Federation of Students v. Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority, 2009 SCC 31, at para. 65. 
49 Canadian Federation of Students v. Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority, 2009 SCC 31, at para. 64. 
50 Canadian Federation of Students v. Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority, 2009 SCC 31, at para. 63. 
51 "Crossing the line? The CBSA's Examination of Digital Devices at the Border", Office of the Privacy 

Commissioner of Canada (October 21, 2019), at paras. 144-45. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abca/doc/2020/2020abca383/2020abca383.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20ABCA%20383&autocompletePos=1&resultId=bae8712514bb422983ef0f7586fde2c3&searchId=2024-03-11T11:21:04:872/f5f6f8dc03c84d5183730a29c65da847
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2022/2022onsc2297/2022onsc2297.html?autocompleteStr=2022%20ONSC%202297&autocompletePos=1&resultId=af5bfff3e94e46cf9e6c5fb95d29c1df&searchId=2024-03-11T11:21:13:763/68b0b98911304035807c715a164b5c15
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2009/2009scc31/2009scc31.html?autocompleteStr=2009%20SCC%2031&autocompletePos=1&resultId=76cf191cd5584ebbb8261fe4b658ed13&searchId=2024-03-11T11:21:25:483/6b0c727600944dd6add5e6282e52818d
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2000/2000scc69/2000scc69.html?autocompleteStr=little%20sisters&autocompletePos=1&resultId=d3286019d8764231a1e903aa1aaa8b17&searchId=2024-03-11T11:28:07:831/5ef519c66278470c837e0b09467b4813
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2009/2009scc31/2009scc31.html?autocompleteStr=2009%20SCC%2031&autocompletePos=1&resultId=76cf191cd5584ebbb8261fe4b658ed13&searchId=2024-03-11T11:21:25:483/6b0c727600944dd6add5e6282e52818d
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2009/2009scc31/2009scc31.html?autocompleteStr=2009%20SCC%2031&autocompletePos=1&resultId=76cf191cd5584ebbb8261fe4b658ed13&searchId=2024-03-11T11:21:25:483/6b0c727600944dd6add5e6282e52818d
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2009/2009scc31/2009scc31.html?autocompleteStr=2009%20SCC%2031&autocompletePos=1&resultId=76cf191cd5584ebbb8261fe4b658ed13&searchId=2024-03-11T11:21:25:483/6b0c727600944dd6add5e6282e52818d
https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/opc-actions-and-decisions/investigations/investigations-into-federal-institutions/2018-19/pa_20191021_cbsa/#fn7
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32. At the final balancing stage, this Court should consider the deleterious effect of the “low 

visibility” searches the Crown suggests are allowed under s. 99(1)(a). There is insufficient 

independent oversight of the BSOs involved. This means that the provision as proposed by the 

Crown will have a particular impact on law-abiding individuals and be evasive of meaningful 

review. On the Crown’s version, the statute enables police to interfere with the privacy and liberty 

of someone who they accept is acting lawfully and they do not even suspect or believe is about to 

or has committed an offence. As the Supreme Court stated: "it is especially important for the courts 

to guard against intrusions on the liberty of persons who are neither accused nor suspected of 

committing any crime.”52  

33. Another factor that should be considered in the overall balancing stage is that limitless, 

standardless searches disproportionately affect the most vulnerable in our society. This kind of 

highly discretionary, low visibility search power often targets the most marginalized.53 For 

example, BSOs may stop people coming from certain countries to search their devices simply 

because of myths and stereotypes about that country — reinforcing stereotypes and targeting 

minority individuals. BSOs may also initiate searches of people’s devices because they display 

characteristics that they think are suspicious, such as being nervous. Marginalized individuals may 

appear nervous around authority figures for precisely the same the reason why they are being 

searched — unchecked officer discretion. The targeting of the vulnerable is a significant 

deleterious effect of s. 99(1)(a). 

 

 
52 See, eg. Fleming v. Ontario, 2019 SCC 45 at paras. 76-78 
53 See eg. Report of the Independent Street Checks Review, the Honourable Michael H. Tulloch, 2018; R. v. Le, 

2019 SCC 34, at para. 87. 

https://opcc.bc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/StreetChecks.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2019/2019scc34/2019scc34.html?autocompleteStr=2019%20SCC%2034&autocompletePos=1&resultId=af9fa1eb5a184b1087ed6c20ce485cfe&searchId=2024-03-11T11:21:51:007/ce9d71365e7c41f3b851ad7772e7959e
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F. Proposed Guidelines for Executing Searches on Electronic Devices at the Border 

34. Parliament needs to ensure that the any regime for searching electronic devices at the 

border creates: (a) a sufficiently high legislative standard for a search that recognizes the 

necessity of travel and electronic device usage as well as the privacy interests our personal 

devices hold; and (b) clear guidelines for how a BSO executes the search. With respect to the 

standard, our normative expectations — confirmed by recent appellate jurisprudence — trends 

toward recognizing the importance of privacy in our digital age. As a result, it is hard to imagine 

a scenario where anything less than reasonable grounds to believe is the appropriate standard for 

searching electronic devices. 

35. Investigative searches of electronic devices at the border require clear limits to respect the 

ss. 8, 9, 10(a), and 10(b) Charter rights of travelers because they are detained to have their device 

searched. Once a BSO determines that they have the requisite grounds to search at large through a 

traveler’s electronic device, the traveler is detained. The traveler is detained because the BSO is 

no longer conducting “routine” searching, such as administering an x-ray, asking questions about 

marital status, or glancing at a receipt displayed on a phone screen.54 The BSO’s actions setting 

the search in motion objectively indicate that the traveler is not free to refuse and go on their way55 

— the BSO informs the traveler that their device will be searched, they take the traveler into a 

separate room, they seize the device, and then they start sifting through the traveler’s highly private 

information stored on their electronic device. A traveler in that situation does not feel free to go. 

 
54 R. v. Ceballo, 2021 ONCA 791, at para. 21. See also R. v. Canfield, 2020 ABCA 383, at para. 128-29. 
55 R. v. Ceballo, 2021 ONCA 791, at para. 29. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2021/2021onca791/2021onca791.html?autocompleteStr=2021%20ONCA%20791&autocompletePos=1&resultId=00fdafd4c77445dca324d2796ef00c44&searchId=2024-03-11T11:22:01:694/bec8a46c3db24668bafdf36f298c8be2
https://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abca/doc/2020/2020abca383/2020abca383.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20ABCA%20383&autocompletePos=1&resultId=bae8712514bb422983ef0f7586fde2c3&searchId=2024-03-11T11:22:15:691/461f317157964c85a793ae7946ffff4c
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2021/2021onca791/2021onca791.html?autocompleteStr=2021%20ONCA%20791&autocompletePos=1&resultId=00fdafd4c77445dca324d2796ef00c44&searchId=2024-03-11T11:22:01:694/bec8a46c3db24668bafdf36f298c8be2
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36. Where a BSO can: (a) meet the standard to search set by Parliament; and (b) assuming that 

standard is constitutional, the CCLA proposes these additional guidelines to limit a BSO’s search 

of an electronic device including:  

1. The BSO must advise the traveler that they are detained and give the traveler 

their rights to counsel prior to the search under s. 10(b) of the Charter; 

2. The BSO must allow a reasonable opportunity for the traveler to contact 

counsel;56  

3. The BSO must allow the traveller to turn off the cellular and wifi capability of 

the device before searching, so as not to intercept communications as they are 

received or access any information that is not locally stored on the device itself 

(which would exceed the concept of a “good” under the Act);57 

4. The BSO must articulate the specific purpose of the search prior and then tailor 

the nature and extent of their search to the purpose (ie. if the BSO is looking 

for evidence that the traveller has a particular license or receipt, they should not 

search a folder on a laptop containing family photographs);58 

5. The BSO must keep detailed notes of their search pathways on the device and 

their findings — these notes should be made available to the individual to 

facilitate public accountability and any s. 24(1) remedy sought, whether a 

charge follows the search or not;59 and, 

6. The BSO must cease the search if they locate an illegal item and seek a 

warrant, or turn the matter over to police to seek a warrant, because any further 

searching for the purpose of collecting evidence for a prosecution is outside the 

customs mandate.60  

 

37. Rights are not — and cannot be — suspended at the border. Standards and limits need to 

be put in place to ensure BSOs do not trample travelers’ fundamental constitutional freedoms.   

 
56 Regardless of the legal test, if the device is password protected or encrypted, BSOs cannot force individuals to 

provide a password or otherwise compel them to facilitate the search on their own device. This would violate their 

right against self-incrimination under s. 7: see eg. R. c. Boudreau-Fontaine, 2010 QCCA 1108. 
57 While the CCLA does not accept that digital data stored on electronic devices is a “good”, information stored 

remotely is even further removed from the definition of a “good” and certainly should not be considered as such.   
58 R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77, at para. 83. 
59 R. v. Fearon, 2014 SCC 77, at para. 83. 
60 R. v. Singh, 2019 ONCJ 453, at paras. 85-86. This is not a complete list of necessary steps to protect privacy. It is 

only the beginning of an articulation of requirements to ensure that travellers’ privacy is fairly protected even at the 

border. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/qc/qcca/doc/2010/2010qcca1108/2010qcca1108.html?autocompleteStr=2010%20QCCA%201108&autocompletePos=1&resultId=3bac01c52bf34d6bb4160dff9a15641a&searchId=2024-03-11T14:46:33:456/6554976134334aba870f91516cb03530
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/14502/index.do
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/14502/index.do
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/oncj/doc/2019/2019oncj453/2019oncj453.html?autocompleteStr=2019%20ONCJ%20453&autocompletePos=1&resultId=2b59615959fe427cbf7ac85c9c1459ed&searchId=2024-03-01T17:42:48:280/44cf1d4899f04c7090eb606f5a69f746
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PART V – ORDER REQUESTED 

38. The CCLA takes no position on the disposition of these appeals.  

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 11th day of March, 2024.  
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SCHEDULE B – LIST OF STATUTES 

 

 

 

Customs Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.1, s. 99(1)(a), (b) 

 

Examination of goods 

        99 (1) An officer may 

(a) at any time up to the time of release, examine any goods that have been 

imported and open or cause to be opened any package or container of 

imported goods and take samples of imported goods in reasonable amounts; 

 

(b) at any time up to the time of release, examine any mail that has been 

imported and, subject to this section, open or cause to be opened any such 

mail that the officer suspects on reasonable grounds contains any goods 

referred to in the Customs Tariff, or any goods the importation of which is 

prohibited, controlled or regulated under any other Act of Parliament, and 

take samples of anything contained in such mail in reasonable amounts; 

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-54.011
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